
Russia Examines Pandemic Evidence Leading To Pentagon After Assassination
of Two US Army Doctors

Description

A sobering new Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin today first noting President 
Putin will meet with Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko in Sochi, says the announcement of
these talks was quickly followed by Belarusian Defense Minister Viktor Khrenin noting the high 
intensity of NATO reconnaissance activity, as well as operational and combat preparations near 
the Belarusian border—NATO combat preparations preceded by a Ryanair flight from Athens-
Greece to Vilnius-Lithuania being diverted because of a bomb threat and landing in Belarus
—after which Belarus police authorities removed from this flight and placed into custody Belarus 
citizen Roman Protasevich and his female companion—saw Protasevich having been previously 
charged with organizing riots and instigating social hatred in Belarus, while in Ukraine he was a 
Nazi fighter for the terrorist group Azov Battalion—facts leading to troubling questions being asked
as to who is supporting this Nazi terrorist and allowing him protected travel across Europe, which 
President Lukashenko posed to the West during a BBC interview asking: “So let his numerous 
Western patrons answer this question: Which intelligence services did this individual work for?
”—facts about this Nazi terrorist well known to the Western media—but in suppressing the truth sees
them being called out by social media postings like: “Anglo-American journalists working the 
Russia beat doing a bang-up job maintaining disciplined silence over Protasevich’s Nazi 
ties…You only need state censorship if journalists won’t self-censor, which ours do as a motor 
reflex”.

With Russia defending Belarus in its capture of this Nazi terrorist, predictably new leftist media calls 
for sanctions are being made—calls quickly met by French President Emmanuel Macron telling
reporters yesterday: “With Russia, the policy of progressive sanctions on frozen situations is no 
longer an effective policy…What would you like us to do?…Do we start an armed conflict?…Do 
we completely cut off relations?…Do we go further with sanctions – but where to?”…We are at 
a moment of truth in our relationship with Russia, which should lead us to rethink the terms of 
the tension that we decide to put in place”—a stance consistent with President Macron’s past
statements, like in 2019 when he said:
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“Who is the enemy of NATO?…Russia is no longer an enemy…Russia is also 
geographically a neighbor and it is a reality once again, and it is also a partner…It is 
a power with which we work on certain subjects, on which we advance”.

 

On the opposite spectrum of consistency, however, is the United States—whose Supreme Socialist 
Leader Joe Biden a few months ago branded President Putin a “soulless killer”, and whose 
Pentagon branded Russia their most feared “existential threat”—but this week saw US National 
Security Advisor Jake Sullivan meeting with Security Council Secretary Nikolai Patrushev to
arrange a face-to-face sit down between President Putin and socialist leader Biden scheduled for 16 
June—then yesterday saw Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby stating: “Nobody’s labeled 
Russia the enemy… that’s not the phrase that we would use to refer to Russia”.

As to what caused this head-spinning move by the United States to suddenly try and make peace with 
Russia, though, was socialist leader Biden and the Pentagon being overcome with terror this week
when Chinese President Xi Jinping “sent his most trusted foreign policy aide” Yang Jiechi to
hold urgent meetings with President Putin, along with top Russian military, intelligence and foreign
policy experts—a terror also striking New Zealand, who as a member of the “Five Eyes” alliance with 
America knows its soon coming fate, and is why their Foreign Minister Nanaia Mahuta “has just 
warned that their tiny nation could soon find itself in the center of a storm of anger from China 
in only a matter of time”.

What the head of China’s Central Foreign Affairs Commission, and a specialist in American affairs, 
Director Jiechi has been revealing in the Kremlin over the past few days is exactly why the official 
position of the Chinese Communist Party is that the true origin of the COVID-19 pandemic is 
from a laboratory at Fort Detrick, a US Army base housing a virology facility in Maryland—
a bioweapon sent to China during the Wuhan military games in October-2019—whose US Army
participates in the Wuhan military games were medically cleared to go to China at Fort Belvoir in 
Fairfax-Virginia—medical clearances signed by US Army Colonel Edward McDaniel Jr, M.D.—but
beyond shockingly yesterday, saw Colonel-Doctor McDaniel and his US Army physician wife 
Brenda McDaniel assassinated in cold blood in front of their Springfield-Virginia home located 
about 14-miles southwest of Washington, D.C.

In the hours preceding the assassination of these two US Army doctors, it was stunningly revealed
that socialist leader Biden had secretly ended a State Department investigation into the origins of 
COVID-19—but when discovered saw Biden quickly ordering US intelligence agencies to report to 
him in 90-days where COVID-19 originated—that was joined by the White House declaring: “
We Haven’t Ruled Out’ Possibility That Pandemic From China Was Deliberately Unleashed
”—though most astoundingly to notice, was Biden entrusting this investigation to the exact same 
spies that foisted upon the American people their Russiagate lies—the effect of which will see
over half of the American people not believing a single thing these corrupt spies say, and as best
explained by the Wall Street Journal, that factually notes: “Democrats and the media will deny this 
to their graves, but the wellsprings of American politics have been poisoned for years by the 
Russia-collusion narrative
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”.

Also immediately following the assassination of these two US Army doctors was leftist social media
giant Facebook suddenly announcing that it will stop banning claims COVID-19 is man-made
—that was even more astoundingly followed by the US Senate approving with unanimous consent 
a bill that would require the Biden and the Director of National Intelligence to declassify 
intelligence on the origins of COVID-19.

With the United States now in full protection mode spinning the world’s head off as they rapidly shift
their positions on Russia and the origins of COVID-19, however, China isn’t prepared to go down
without a fight, as evidenced by their just published state article “U.S. Elites Degenerate Further in 
Morality, and Fauci Is One of Them”—a Dr. Anthony Fauci who 30-years-ago was openly 
accused of genocide, and today the evidence continues to grow that he is the mastermind 
behind the creation COVID-19—and is notable because former top US Army intelligence official 
General Michael Flynn has just cryptically stated:

 

“The people in this country are demanding answers…I believe we what we are going 
to find out is that this was a weaponized operation by the Nation of China with some 
collaboration with other countries”.

 

As to whom “collaborated” with elements within China to create and spread COVID-19 for the
purpose of destroying President Donald Trump and allowing socialist leader Biden to seize power
this transcript shows the Kremlin is attempting to fully understand—an attempt at understanding that in
the past few hours saw Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian declaring:

 

“I want to emphasize that the Fort Detrick base is full of suspicions…There are more 
than 200 biological laboratories in the United States spreading around the 
world…How many secrets are there?”—that was quickly joined by the Chinese
government making an official statement saying:

 

“Out of a sense of responsibility towards the health of mankind, Beijing supports a 
comprehensive study of all early cases of COVID-19 found worldwide, and a 
thorough investigation into some secretive bases and biological laboratories all over 
the world…Which will be a full, transparent and evidence-based investigation, and 
shall get to the bottom to make everything clear”.
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With both China and the United States knowing that Russia will accept nothing less than a full
accounting of who created COVID-19, and the perpetrators of this crime against humanity being
brought to trial before the entire world, it was no wonder that President Xi sent his most trusted aide to
the Kremlin this week and socialist leader Biden plead for an urgent face-to-face meeting as soon as
possible with President Putin—powerful countries freely able to present their evidence without fear or
favor, but both of whom know the fierce retribution that awaits those who seek to deceive—but even
with the United States knowing this grave reality, this transcript’s final section shows Security 
Council Members’ unrestrained fury over socialist leader Biden and the leftist US corporate media
establishment still keeping suppressed from the American people the biggest story in the world about “
The Drug That Cracked Covid”—a drug called “Ivermectin” that’s broken the back of the COVID-19 
pandemic in India and in Mexico City reduced hospitalizations by as much as 76%–which leads
to questions being asked why people are still needlessly dying in America when they don’t have to.
[Note: Some words and/or phrases appearing in quotes in this report are English language
approximations of Russian words/phrases having no exact counterpart.]
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[Note: Many governments and their intelligence services actively campaign against the information 
found in these reports so as not to alarm their citizens about the many catastrophic Earth changes and 
events to come, a stance that the Sisters of Sorcha Faal strongly disagree with in believing that it is 
every human being’s right to know the truth. Due to our mission’s conflicts with that of those 
governments, the responses of their ‘agents’ has been a longstanding misinformation/misdirection 
campaign designed to discredit us, and others like us, that is exampled in numerous places, including 
HERE.]

[Note: The WhatDoesItMean.com website was created for and donated to the Sisters of Sorcha Faal in 
2003 by a small group of American computer experts led by the late global technology guru Wayne 
Green (1922-2013) to counter the propaganda being used by the West to promote their illegal 2003 
invasion of Iraq.]

[Note: The word Kremlin (fortress inside a city) as used in this report refers to Russian citadels, 
including in Moscow, having cathedrals wherein female Schema monks (Orthodox nuns) reside, many 
of whom are devoted to the mission of the Sisters of Sorcha Faal.]
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